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ABOUT US:

Our artists’ collaboration named “Neclectic” was founded upon the idea of forming an art brand 
beyond gender and the individual. By making our two characters part of our work we play with the 
issues of representation and role-playing.
Our recent work refers to advertising for design, lifestyle products and entertainment by pointing 
out the topics of visual presentation, striking a pose and representing diverse stereotypes out of 
show business. Within the label of „Neclectic“ we create and produce so-called art products and 
performances by using as well as by questioning the promotional aesthetics and procedures.

http://www.neclectic.com


Resume

Neclectic is the artists’ collaboration of Simone Meier and Roland Sutter. Both graduated in 2009 from the 
University of Applied Sciences and Arts in Basel, Switzerland. They were nominated for the Nationale Suisse 
Art Prize in 2009 and they achieved the grant of the GGG Foundation for a workspace for two years in Basel. 
In 2010 they achieved the award Prix de la Filature Scène nationale which included a solo exhibition at the 
center for performing arts La Filature in Mulhouse (France) in 2012.  
Their work has been presented in solo shows and group exhibitions in Switzerland, Germany, France and 
Japan. In 2012 and 2013 they stayed for several months in New York and Tokyo to develop their work and  
they finally realized the exhibition „MAKE IT YOURS“ in Tokyo. In autumn 2013 they will go to Rotterdam 
(The Netherlands) for a six months residency.

Web project
Since 2011   ALTER CONSTRAINT www.alterconstraint.com

Solo exhibitions
2013  „MAKE IT YOURS.“ Youkobo Art Space, Tokyo, Japan
2012  „Beyond Virtuality“ La Filature, Mulhouse, France 
2009  „Soap Bubbles“ Kunstraum Kaskadenkondensator, Basel, Switzerland 
2008  „Stiff Upper Lip“ FHNW HGK Institut Kunst, Basel, Switzerland
  „Out of Control“ Ausstellungsraum Artachment, Basel, Switzerland 

Group exhibitions
2011  Clair-Obscur, Filmfestival, Basel, Switzerland
  Ausstellung Förderpreis Kanton Zug, Zug, Switzerland
  Ateliers ouverts 2011, Mulhouse, France

2010  Ausstellungsraum A7, Aarau, Switzerland
  Jubiläumsausstellung Atelier GGG, Basel, Switzerland
   Kunstfestival Dübelstein, Zürich, Switzerland
  Mulhouse 010, La création contemporaine issue des écoles supérieures d’art 
  européennes, Mulhouse, France 

2009  Regionale10, Kunsthaus L6, Freiburg, Germany
  Regionale9, Kunsthaus Langenthal, Switzerland
  Nomination Kunstpreis Nationale Suisse, Kunsthaus Baselland, Switzerland 
  Contemporary Art Ruhr, Messe für zeitgenössische Kunst, Essen, Germany
  Diplomausstellung Messe Basel, Basel, Switzerland

2008  „Zaungäste“ im Tierpark Weihermätteli der KPD Liestal, Switzerland 
  „Querfeldein“,  Geschinen im Wallis, Switzerland
 
Awards / Residencies
2013-14 Residency at Hommes CK12, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (November-May)
2012  Financial support by the Culture Department of Basel for the exhibition „Beyond Virtuality“
2010  Prix de La Filature Scène nationale, Mulhouse, France
2009 -11   Atelier der GGG (workspace for two years), Basel, Switzerland

Publications
2012   Beyond Virtuality (Booklet in conjunction with the exhibition) 
2010  Mulhouse 010
  Juli Kulturmagazin Aargau
2008   “à travers Champs/Querfeldein” 



T-shirt (front side)
Silkscreen print, black ink on white fabric,  
Edition of 30 pieces (Sizes S,M,L)

For the exhibition in Tokyo NIKE’s advertising slogan “MAKE IT YOURS” comes to name the titel of the show as well as our art 
practice in which we manipulate images and templates of design products and self-created art products by adding our own Nec-
lectic logo and therefore to turn them into products of our own label.
During the opening party of the exhibition every visitor got a T-shirt as a free advertising product with Neclectic‘s logo and the 
slogan „MAKE IT YOURS“ on it with the order to wear it during the opening. The Youkobo-team wore colored T-shirts with the 
same prints (Youkobo Edition) and at the exhibition space special designed T-shirts (Japan Precious Collection) were showcased.
Like mannequins on a pedestal we presented ourselves in the second exhibition space during the opening. The Neclectic logo 
was added on the brandnamed clothes and accessories worn by ourselves. Similar to a photo session a hired photographer made 
pictures from us during the evening.

showcased at (click on hyperlink):  Youkobo Art Space, Tokyo, Japan, April 2013

T-shirt (back side)
Slogan „MAKE IT YOURS.“, textile spray green/pink on white 
fabric

Advertising T-shirts for the visitors of the opening

http://www.youkobo.co.jp/en/exhibition_events/2013/03/neclectic-exhibition.html


Photo session with photographer Kazuhiro Masuda during the opening 

Performance with Neclectic-Logos on brandnamed clothes and accessories



The exhibition at the gallery of the Youkobo Art Space refered to shop presentations and became therefore the showroom for 
our label „Neclectic“. Two big advertising banners were hanged into the space showing on the one a sneaker and on the other a 
car. Both images were developed from downloaded templates from the internet and were completed with the Neclectic logo. 
Specially for the exhibition created T-shirts called the „Japan Precious Collection“ were presented on an object which was derived 
from the shape of the Neclectic logo. A loop of a sound piece made from sound-fragments out of the internet was hearable out 
of the object which was composed by the japanese electronic band aM™.   
    

T-shirts „Japan Precious Collection“ (No.01-No.06)
Front side: Silkscreen print, silver ink on coloured 
fabric, textile colour, diverse material
Back side: textile colour and numbers from white felt
Edition of 6 single copies (size M)

Exhibition view „MAKE IT YOURS.“

Advertising banner (Car / Sneaker)
Inkjet colour print on plastic foil, glossy, 100 x 160 cm
Edition of 1 copy each



Website with product examples and the Neclectic-design ready 
to download

Sticker
Inkjet colour print, glossy 
lamination, 100 x 100 mm, 
edition 50 pieces

Poster with QR-Code to advertise the exhi-
bition, 42 x 30 cm, colour laser print
edition 20 pieces

Invitation card
Double sided offset print on coated paper  (220 gr)
182 x 128 mm, front side glossy lamination, edition 500 pieces

In conjunction with the exhibition other advertising products like a website, stickers, posters and invitation cards were developed. 
A for the exhibition created QR- code was printed on the T-shirts and was linked to a website where the Neclectic design was 
ready to download and which everyone could reach by scanning the code with his smart phone. Everyone who scans the code 
from a T-shirt will have the possibility to create an own T-shirt or other products with the Neclectic-design on it. To campaign the 
exhibition and the label Neclectic invitation cards, stickers and posters were shared to diverse art places and cultural institutions 
and were also placed at different places in the city.

Neclectic-design with  QR-Code printed on 
advertising T-shirts, linked to the website which 
was especially launched for the exhibition



Neclectic‘s NYC No. 1-6
6 slideshows

showcased on (click on hyperlink):  YouTube
screenshots

During our stay in New York last autumn 2012 we made a series of digital slideshows which we showed on YouTube and Face-
book. Besides these images about New York which we found on the internet we also used pictures made on-site by ourselves. 
All images are related to design, lifestyle and entertainment. Due to the digital manipulation and by adding Neclectic‘s logos to 
the original pictures they become part of our branding even though at second glance.

http://www.youtube.com/user/neclecticshowcase?feature=mhee


Digital collages (selection), size variable
showcased on (click on hyperlinks): Moma PS1 studio visit, local artists, 

Facebook  (neclectic showcase)

The continuous work series called „Showcase Incident“ was also developed during our stay in New York and Tokyo in 2012 and 
2013. All these works pick up the topics of striking a pose and representation in advertisement and are related to genres like 
computer games, car shows and action movies. In this context we created digital collages and a video teaser which we show-
cased on Facebook, YouTube and websites of art institutions. For the video teaser and the digital collages we used on-site 
created images and videos combined with material we found on the web.
This series will be continued with a video work which appears like an advertising trailer and which appropriate the aesthetics of 
commercial video clips and the technology out of digital animations and 3D visualisations of the design industry.

http://momaps1.org/studio-visit/artist/neclectic-showcase
https://local-artists.org/portfolio/13441/showcase-incident-2




Teaser
video  1‘ 19``

showcased on (click on hyperlink):  YouTube, Moma Ps1 studio-visit 
screenshots

http://www.youtube.com/user/neclecticshowcase?feature=mhee
http://momaps1.org/studio-visit/artist/neclectic-showcase
https://local-artists.org/portfolio/13441/showcase-incident-2


showcased: La Filature, Mulhouse, France 2012
documentation (click on hyperlink): Beyond Virtuality

Advertising candy  (Mind Candy)
Colour print on plastic foil, 45 x 35 mm (wrap)
Candy flavour: Ice, edition of 5000 pieces

Sweepstake announced in 
the booklet

„Beyond Virtuality“ entitles the exhibition and the group of artworks which we developed for the show. These works questio-
ning the entertainment industries and are trying to get to the bottom of the grotesque cult , the esotheric and the consumer 
trash which we are daily confronted with on the web. In relation to the exhibition we also published a booklet which we sent as 
an invitation card to contacts of „La Filature“. These booklets as well as ordered candies were shared out during the exhibition 
at „La Filature“ and at public spaces like bars and cultural institutions. To advertise the exhibition we made teasers and a trailer 
as well as we made a sweepstake part of the artwork. 

Booklet
Double sided offset print on coated paper (120 gr), 120 x 120 mm, 20 pages
edition of 6000 pieces (Special edition: 100 pieces, Collector‘s edition: 6 pieces)

Sweepstake on the 
exhibition‘s webpage

Digital drawing of the winner

http://www.neclectic.com/ARCHIVE/ARCHIVE_WERKE/beyond_virtuality/comp/comp_merch.html


3 Teasers 1‘11“ / 3‘ 20“ / 1‘ 27“
showcased at (click on hyperlinks): Clair-Obscur Film Festival,   

YouTube

Trailer 0‘ 56“ 
documentation (click on hyperlink): Beyond Virtuality

to watch the trailer click here

3 Teasers to advertise the exhibition „Beyond Virtuality“ 
(screenshots)

Trailer to advertise the exhibition „Beyond Virtuality“ 
(screenshots from the exhibition‘s webpage)

http://www.clair-obscur.ch/
http://www.youtube.com/user/neclecticshowcase?feature=mhee
http://www.neclectic.com/ARCHIVE/ARCHIVE_WERKE/beyond_virtuality/comp/comp_web.html
http://www.neclectic.com/ARCHIVE/ARCHIVE_WERKE/beyond_virtuality/comp/comp_web.html
http://www.neclectic.com/WEB_BEYOND_VIRT/teaser.html


Exhibition view „Beyond Virtuality“

At the entrance of the exhibition two life-sized stickers of Neclectic were put on the wall on both sides next to a monitor. On 
the monitor was an animated card rotating and showing the posing artists and one could hear a looped sound piece in which 
diverse voices shouting „welcome“. On the floor two cubes filled with foam material were showing merged images, made from 
the artists‘ pictures and images from the web, on each side of their surface. 

Stickers (Neclectic)
Colour print on sticker foil, mounted on wall
186 x 45 cm and 173 x 40 cm
Edition of 1 copy each

Cube to sit on (Mind / Candy) 
Colour print on fabric (over foam material), 45 x 45 cm
ordered from the web shop www.mycube.de
Edition of 1 piece each



During the opening we were sitting stiff and quiet on the cubes by chewing gum and we were dressed in the same way like the 
lifesized stickers on the wall behind us. The animation on the monitor was playing simultaneously and the visitors were welco-
med by loud voices shouting „Welcome“ out of the monitor‘s speakers.

Performance from Neclectic during the opening


